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AS GRAIL

To find in poetry an original blade, not

exactly grass, not exactly knife,

more like some unfound

god’s unclipped nail,

only if  to scratch

darkness, clear

a patch of  the

layering far

light suddenly felt in a heartbeat



COYOTE  (LATE FEBRUARY)
                        for Andrew Schelling
                  

Listen

Soon the young will follow

elders to the edge

of  song

be tethered to the same wild

movement a branch

of  the family

at deer.



ELEGY
(Josie)

Rain constant rain.  It is like certain failings, the vertical ones that come 
when I have been too ambitious, climbing the syntax of  my desire only 
to find, in the end, I reached too high in my abilities which were then 
thrown down to earth drop by drop, and hard!  I became very dry, an 
old dog collar left dangling on a hook in a shed. 

Rain  constant  rain.  Yet  certain  plants  have  urgencies:  Ajuga, 
Rhododendron,  and  Japanese  Iris  bloom,  and  the  dogwood  tree,  a 
Kousa, blossoms its creamy snow of  petals under which a few bones 
have started up through the soil. Something rises with them, something 
so alone it cannot easily enter this world.

Rain constant rain.  Black weather.  In this air there is a thickness as of  
fur, and I sense a door opening where there is no door, a sense of  some 
thing roaming, as if  light tries to shed from a dark place to golden itself 
more,  as  if  the  air  somehow remembers  sunlight  as  a  dog  making 
another dog squint.

Rain constant rain. At times indoors I feel an urgency in this house, a 
sense of  animal walls trembling, as if  I were holding in my arms again 
the last shudder of  our dying dog, returning now, happier, shot with 
sunlight through and through, no collar, her ears up...listening into the 
hallways of  her own heart. 



PULLING  BLACKBERRY ROOTS 
TO MAKE A CLEARING

Step into

boots then

stand in

muck-suck

dig/grab

heck of

a way to

loosen

the roots

and drag

canes 

barbed to

scratch

arms—this

labor to

wreck a

patch and

let worth

be 

all of  

earth.



VAGARIES OF PURCHASE

The General Store its gossip—

the rickety good of  

or its opposite.  In the herd

the overheard:  real crowded

bus so this guy-with-an-accent

asked for a seal instead 

of  a place for butt 

and someone pulled on a doozy 

of  a ski mask (as one 

child waved her blackberry

and another held 

tight to a muff)

                             

coughed                    

and pulled a weird feisty

heist on that foreign him

and got off.



IN SEDONA                     
for Pam (with Brian and Elizabeth)

Climb red rock pine juniper trail with cactus more than blue 
spring  desert-blooms—breezes  in  all  wending…javelina-
nibbled Prickly Pear…pebbles spill under foot…no glam or 
sooth or spirit-loiter at vortex...It’s only rock and roll…pick 
up  ancient   magma  lot…“Supernova”  glyph  on  cliffrock 
“has  been  determined…”  Prehistoric  faces  drawn  child-
simple  as  emoticons…cropless  ancient  desert  farm…Not 
much depends upon a red real sparrow…clamber in air-fury 
to  peak  in  a  surround of  rock and get  a  jones  for  fying 
from…wind ‘volumizing’ hair…. 

Hike  back  to  lowest  sandstone-scrub-pine-swift-damp-air-
parking-lot  where  you  bargain  with  an  Apache  grouch 
woman for an Apache-carved barrette (with mini bear claws 
incised in its silver.)  Just watching you is love about us all. 
Just watching her we load no quarrel. 

What crosses all as we leave, I swear, is the same outlaw 

wind without alibi for where it used to breeze.



NO ANSWER

With its hook-and-ball 

old questionmark still doing 

the heavy lifting.


